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Introduction 
6.1 The aim of this paper is to assist IAESB members in their discussion of issues 

related to the upcoming Monitoring Group1 Review. In anticipation of this review 
IFAC senior management would like the IAESB and its CAG to review (1) the 
effectiveness of the IAESB standard-setting process, (2) a proposed rapid response 
process for emerging and urgent issues, and (3) the appropriateness of both the 
IAESB’s and CAG’s Terms of Reference.  

 
Background Information 
6.2 The Monitoring Group (MG) is required to perform a review of the effectiveness of 

the PIOB and the PIACs after five years of existence. The PIOB has existed since 
February 2005. This review shall include consideration of all proposals discussed in 
the Reform paper (September 2003)2, as well as any other aspects of IFAC’s 
operations thought appropriate by the MG, and shall also include an assessment of 
the continuing need for and role of the MG. The MG shall have the right to make 
recommendations to IFAC and the PIOB based on this assessment. 

6.3 Given the rapidly changing environment or developments within IFAC or the PIOB, 
the MG may decide at any point that an interim effectiveness review should be 
conducted. The IFAC Regulatory Liaison Group3 - IRLG may also perform a review 
of the effectiveness of the PIOB and the standard setting committees for discussion 

                                                 
1 The Monitoring Group comprises of the regulatory and international organizations responsible for monitoring the 
implementation of IFAC Reform. The MG nominates PIOB members and engages in dialogue with the international 
accountancy profession, receives operating and financial reports from the PIOB, and updates the PIOB regarding 
significant events in the regulatory environment. Members of the MG are the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 
The European Commission, International Association of Insurance Supervisors, International Organization of Securities 
Commissions and World Bank. The Financial Stability Forum and International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators 
are observers. 
2 The proposals provide for more transparent standard-setting processes; greater public and regulatory input into those 
processes; regulatory monitoring; and public interest oversight. The proposals also ensure that there is regular, ongoing 
dialogue between regulators and the accountancy profession. This is to be accomplished through the creation of several 
structures:  the Public Interest Oversight Body, the Monitoring Group, and the IFAC Regulatory Liaison Group. 
3 The Board may establish a group, on the recommendation of the President, to be referred to as the IFAC Regulatory 
Liaison Group. The composition and terms of reference of the IFAC Regulatory Liaison Group shall be determined from 
time to time by the IFAC Board. 
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with the MG and the PIOB. The results of an interim review can, if determined 
appropriate by the MG, trigger the effectiveness assessment that would otherwise 
take place after five years. 

6.4 IFAC has been advised that the MG has chosen to accelerate the timing of its review 
and that John Hegarty of the World Bank will lead this initiative during 2009. At the 
time of writing this paper IFAC has not received any formal indication on the scope 
or timeline of the review project.  We anticipate the MG will probably be seeking 
input during 2009 Q2 with a tentative plan to complete the review late 2009 or early 
2010. In attempt to ensure that IFAC can react proactively to the MG’s review, 
IFAC’s management team would like the CAG’s feedback on the following matters. 

 

Discussion 

Effectiveness of IAESB Standard Setting Process 

6.5 In developing its authoritative pronouncements the IAESB is required to be 
transparent in its activities and to adhere to due process as approved by the PIOB. 
The scope of due process extends into the following areas: project identification and 
prioritization, project commencement, development, public exposure, respondent’s 
comments on exposure, IAESB interaction with CAG, approval, need for re-
exposure, withdrawal of a pronouncement, and final release.  

6.6 The PIOB has amended due process over the last year to require the chairman of the 
CAG to affirm that all questions/comments raised by CAG in connection with 
Board projects, have been fully reported back to the CAG before projects are 
completed. This has not been an issue for the IAESB’s CAG since the Board has not 
had projects on the PIOB agenda for due process approval.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action requested: 
1) IFAC is interested in knowing whether, in your opinion, the standard 

setting process has been effective and met its objectives of:  
i) Achieving increased confidence in the IAESB’s Standard-setting 

process by being responsive to the public interest and leading the 
establishment of high quality standards and practices;  

ii) Obtaining increased transparency with respect to IAESB’s 
international Standard-setting activities; and 

iii) Obtaining broad-based external participation in IAESB’s Standard-
setting activities. 
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Rapid Response Process for Emerging and Urgent Issues 

6.7 IAESB and other IFAC standard-setting boards are expected to follow due process 
when issuing authoritative pronouncements which includes broad consultation, 
responsiveness to input received and public interest oversight. The full application 
of due process is seen to be in the public interest but has the consequence of a 
relatively long development cycle for authoritative pronouncements – often 
measured in years.  

6.8 Emerging or urgent issues, by nature, arise quickly and often require a rapid 
response to be effective. For the purpose of serving the public interest the IAESB 
should be able to clarify or supplement their pronouncements in advance or in lieu 
of a full revision to direct the profession in response to emerging or urgent issues. At 
the moment there is no established mechanism by which the IAESB or other IFAC 
Boards can issue new, or revise or amend its current, authoritative pronouncements 
to respond to an emerging or urgent issue in a timely manner. 

6.9 The following describes possible examples when a rapid response process might be 
appropriate: 

• A new circumstance that is not addressed by current pronouncements, or  

• The current pronouncements address the circumstance in principle but a 
requirement or guidance material requires amendment for further 
clarification, elaboration or explanation, or similar such circumstance. 

In determining whether to develop a rapid response to an emerging and urgent issue 
the following are some examples of what would be considered by the IAESB: 

• The issue should be clearly defined and specific to a new and unique 
circumstance not previously deliberated by the IAESB, and has broad 
applicability consistent with the pronouncements to which it relates; 

• A new pronouncement, or the revision or amendment of an existing one, is 
necessary to the effectiveness and proper and consistent application of the 
pronouncements of the IAESB; 

• The issue is one that requires change to the IAESB’s pronouncement within 
a period shorter than which can be accommodated by following full due 
process, including taking advantage of the provision for a shorter than 
normal exposure period, in order for the change to have the intended effect; 
and 

• The anticipated response is limited to the identified issue and there is no 
indication that the response will have potential unintended consequence. 
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6.10 Appendix 1 provides a framework for the IAESB to determine when a rapid 
response would be used and in what format the response would take.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Action requested: 
2) Do you agree that a rapid response process should be developed to issue 

authoritative pronouncements on emerging and urgent issues? If you agree 
under what circumstances and what criteria would need to be met by the 
IAESB for the rapid response to occur?  

3) What is the risk to IFAC’s Standard-setting Boards in adopting this type of 
rapid response process?  

4) The criteria and modified due process outlined in Appendix 1 is intended to 
establish fairly stringent parameters around when and how a rapid response 
may occur. In your view, are they appropriate, too restrictive, or should 
greater flexibility be allowed? 

5) Alternatively, should non-authoritative pronouncements (e.g., information 
papers and tool kits) be considered in providing a rapid response to 
emerging and urgent issues? What guidelines would you suggest that the 
IAESB adopt if non-authoritative pronouncements are issued as a rapid 
response to an emerging and urgent issue? 
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IAESB & CAG Terms of Reference 
6.11 The Terms of Reference for the CAG and IAESB have been included as Agenda 

Items 6-2 and 6-3 for your information (Note: The CAG and IAESB Terms of 
Reference have been approved by the IFAC Board and are now with PIOB for final 
approval).    

 

  

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Next Steps 
6.12 The comments and advice of the IAESB will be summarized and forwarded to the 

IFAC Review Group for consideration. 
 
 
 
 

Action requested: 
6) IFAC is interested in knowing whether, in your opinion, the Terms of 

Reference appropriately reflect the work of the CAG and the IAESB? If 
not, what should be amended in these Terms of Reference? Why?  
 

7) The IAESB steering Committee is proposing to amend the IAESB’s 
strategic objective1 to read as follows: 

“The IAESB serves the public interest by: 

• Establishing a series of standards, practice statements and non-
authoritative pronouncements reflecting good practice in 
professional accountancy education, assessment, and development; 
and 

• Developing education benchmarks for measuring the 
implementation of the IESs.  

Do you agree that the proposed IAESB Strategic Objective continues to 
appropriately reflect the work of the Board to serve the public interest? If 
you don’t agree, what amendments would you make to the Strategic 
Objective? 

__________________ 

Notes: 

1- The current Strategic Objective reads as follows:  

The IAESB’s objectives are to serve the public interest by: 
• Establishing a series of standards and other statements reflecting 
good practice in pre- and post-qualification professional accountancy 
education and development; 
• Establishing education benchmarks for IFAC’s compliance 
activities; and 
• Fostering international debate on emerging issues relating to the 
education and development of professional accountants. 
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Appendix 1. 
Framework Components 
1. The following identifies five general components of a framework for responding to 

emerging or urgent issues: 
i. Early Issue Evaluation and Consideration of Need for an Authoritative-Type 

Response  
ii. Justification for a Rapid Response Requiring Departure from Full Due Process  

iii. A Modified Due Process that Accelerates Decisions while Maximizing Input  
iv. Flexibility in Form of Output 
v. Public Interest Oversight 

 
  Each of these components, and their implications, are further discussed below.  
 
(I)  Early issue evaluation and consideration of need for an authoritative-type response 
2. Whether an issue qualifies a one requiring an urgent response is often subjective: in 

some cases, the determination is relatively straight forward; in others, the issue is less 
clear; while in others, the issue relate to the application of standards to, and may be 
circumscribed by, national circumstances where the national standard setting body or 
firms, rather than the PIACs, are best positioned to address the matter. It is therefore a 
matter of consideration whether an issue warrants an authoritative response, let alone a 
rapid response, or instead further monitoring of developments.  

 
3. Nevertheless, emerging or urgent issues, by nature, arise quickly and often require a 

rapid response if it is to have effect. Early consideration is therefore essential to allow 
maximum period for determination of whether a response needs to be considered, the 
appropriate form of response – whether authoritative, non-authoritative, or not at all – 
and its development, as necessary. 

 
(II) Justification for a rapid response requiring departure from full due process  
4. The most critical decision to be made is whether a rapid response is in fact required 

and in the public interest. The general presumption should be that full due process is 
appropriate unless the PIAC can demonstrate justification for departure. Further, there 
should be a clear expectation that departures from full due process are generally to be 
an exception rather than the norm, with steps taken to avoid creating an expectation in 
the user community that emerging issues will be addressed more frequently and more 
comprehensively by a PIAC (or designated sub-group) than perhaps intended or 
possible. Some form of criteria or guidelines, and general agreement that such criteria 
have been met, are therefore essential. 

 
(III) A modified due process that accelerates decisions while maximizing Input  
5. Notwithstanding a desire for speed in response to an issue, PIAC deliberations need to 

be informed, the quality of its output maintained, and its activities subject to appropriate 
oversight.  The main contributor to the length of the current pronouncement-
development cycle, however, is the process of exposure and consideration of response. 
Only by forgoing this process can there be any significant acceleration in the decision-
making. However, an authoritative response needs to be seen and accepted as 
authoritative by regulators, oversight bodies, firms and others, even though it may have 
been developed following a different form of due process.  
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6. Whatever the process followed, the responsibilities of the PIAC in undertaking a rapid 
response should be absolutely clear. The establishment of a modified form of due 
process, design to enhance the timeliness of a response while maximizing input and due 
care in decision making, is therefore essential. 

 
(IV) Flexibility in form of output  
7. PIACs issue different pronouncements within their terms of reference. An authoritative 

response to an emerging issue would therefore be in the context of such 
pronouncements, with the same authority attaching.  

 
8. However, in terms of the precise form of output in response to an emerging or urgent 

issue, it would appear appropriate for the PIACs to retain as much flexibility as possible 
until they gain further experience in dealing with such matters and has had an 
opportunity to determine though practice what is most effective in different 
circumstances. For example, one of the following methods may be most suitable, 
depending on the circumstances, with an immediate or relatively short effective date:  
• Amendment of, or inclusion of a footnote in, a pronouncement (accompanied by a 

press release); 
• An addendum to a pronouncement, labeled as an “Interpretation” (following the 

practice of the IESBA); or  
• The issue of a separate pronouncement. 
 

(V)  Public interest oversight  
9. Confirmation by the PIOB that modified due process has been met would be required. 

Arrangements acceptable to the PIOB for an expedited process outside it normal 
meeting schedule would need to be agreed.  

 


